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Since 1985, Stone Yard has been designing and making one-of-a-

kind indoor and outdoor furniture for the luxury lifestyle. Our original 

pieces and customization capabilities are what makes us unique, and 

what draws our discerning clientele, most of whom are designers and 

tradespeople looking for furnishings that fit their specific design vision. 

Made from durable glass fiber reinforced concrete (GFRC) or Fiberstone, 

all of our designs have the look and feel of natural stone, but at a lighter 

and more manageable weight. Artful in appearance and functional in 

purpose, each piece is handcrafted and hand finished by our team 

of skilled artisans, creating designs that are all at once functional as 

furnishings and stunning as statement pieces. 

About Stone Yard
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With his love of world travel, modern art, and organic textures, Stone 

Yard founder and head designer Mitch Brean collects inspiration from 

several sources that inspire our unique designs. As a painter and 

artisan himself, Mitch enjoys shape, color, and texture, and the fresh 

perspective that comes from collaborating with fellow designers who 

share his appreciation for all things artful.

Meet Mitch Brean
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Planters Made for indoor and outdoor use in all weather 

and traffic conditions, our planters are the ideal 

mix of style and longevity. From modern, abstract 

designs to those reminiscent of old world 

sculpture, each planter is artisanally crafted and 

hand finished with one of our unique finishes. 

Customize it further to fit your space and design 

vision.
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“It may be a texture, color, or 
shape I see that motivates me to 

create a new design or finish.”

—Mitch Brean
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Cozzo Planter
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Fire Create a luxury experience in your outdoor 

space by adding an artisanal fire table or fire 

bowl. Each unique fire feature is crafted from 

durable GFRC and made to withstand fire and 

the outdoor elements. Sculptural and textural, our 

fire tables and bowls are topped with your choice 

of decorative fire glass or tumbled lava stones. 

Fire tables include a remote starter option for the 

elevated fireside lifestyle.
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Zamora Fire Bowl
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Boulder Fire Table
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Tables & Bases Traditional and modern styles, abstract and avant 

garde designs, and nature-inspired shapes: each 

of our table bases showcases its own, one-of-

a-kind personality. Our selection includes table 

bases for every application, from cocktail and 

dining to side and accent. Each base is available 

on its own or with a custom table top for an 

additional cost.
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Arbo Side Table
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Iluze Cocktail Table

“I’ve always liked angled things. I 
play with various forms, and even 

take two shapes and add them 
together to see what can happen.”

—Mitch Brean
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“Travel has a strong influence on 
me as a designer. It inspires me to 
replicate the rare antiquities I see 

while also providing fodder for 
new and innovative designs.”

—Mitch Brean
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Consoles A grand first impression, a strong focal point, 

or a perfect way to tie other pieces together in 

one cohesive design: our consoles are versatile 

pieces. Styles include everything from bold and 

sculptural to streamlined and slim.
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Pedestals The architectural style and intricately carved 

detail of our pedestals elevate them to the level of 

the art they were created to display. From classic 

Greco-Roman ridges and decorative Gothic art to 

modern Surrealist shapes, every design is hand 

sculpted by our experienced artisans, and then 

hand finished in one of our unique finishes.
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Furniture Lounge in style both indoors and out with our 

luxury seating options that include daybeds, 

sofas, chairs, benches, stools, and ottomans. 

Handcrafted from durable, all-weather materials, 

these pieces bring together the best of indoor 

style and outdoor durability. Cushions can be 

covered in one of 200+ Sunbrella fabrics from 

our library, or fabric provided by you.
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Calla Collection & Gobi Fire Bowl
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Accessories Finishing touches can be transformative, and 

each of our accessories has that power in its own 

right. From hand-carved mirrors and geometric 

sculptures to beautiful and functional sconces, 

each of our statement pieces is one-of-a-kind and 

made to inspire artful living both indoors and out.
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Mantels Carved to perfection, each of our mantels reflects 

the same fine craftsmanship and attention to 

detail as the original designs they are patterned 

after. The timeless art of ancient Italy and France 

are represented in these artistic mantels, each 

of which is crafted in such detail that it looks like 

it’s from a bygone era. Optional add-ons include 

hearth, facing tiles, and cladding in a matching 

style and finish.
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Table Tops Create a custom table top exactly as you want 

it: from the size and thickness to the shape and 

finish. Edge detail options are also available, with 

unique styles that include those that match our 

table base designs. Each one of our table tops 

is handmade and durable for both indoor and 

outdoor use.

PRIMITIVE / PREMIUM

OGEE

OGEE BULLNOSE

ROCHER / PREMIUM

CHIPPED / PREMIUM
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Mosaics
by Stone Yard

Handmade with natural stone, our mosaic table 

tops are available in a range of artistic designs. 

Choose an existing pattern or let us create a 

custom mosaic to match your space.

Introducing
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Site Amenities Functional furnishings like these ash and trash 

cans get a chic makeover in styles made to match 

other Stone Yard pieces for a cohesive design 

theme. Bring your design together with these site 

furnishings that masquerade as decor, making 

them ideal for upscale hotels, resorts, and other 

luxury spaces. Several designs are available, 

from the detailed and floral to the simple, slim, 

and sleek.
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Materials &
Finishes

Our innovative materials allow us to create the 

look and feel of stone but at a fraction of the 

weight, making our pieces both durable and 

easier to move into place. Using GFRC and 

Fiberstone, the designs we create are durable 

enough to withstand all weather conditions and 

high-traffic environments, making them ideal for 

hospitality and commercial environments. The 

final touch is a hand-applied finish, applied in 

layers with one of our unique finishes or marine-

grade SyGlos colors.
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Custom Options Whatever your design vision, we can help you 

to achieve it. Any of our unique furnishings can 

be customized in size, finish, color, and style for 

an additional cost. Discuss your custom design 

needs with one of our specialists and request a 

quote by calling 877-595-9732 today.
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